World’s Scholar Cup (2018-19) was held on 28th and 29th April at Suncity World School. 3 Junior teams and 5 Senior teams participated from our school in various events and bagged the following prizes.

JUNIOR TEAM 1 (Arvan Erry, Aadi Prasad, Deepanksha Wadhwa)
TEAM AWARDS
1. Scholar’s Bowl: Trophy (Team Rank 2)
2. Top Debate Teams: Silver Medal (Rank 34)
3. Top Writing Teams: Silver Medal (Rank 14)
4. Team Rank 4: Trophy

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
ARYAN ERRY (IX-A)
1. Debate Champions: Gold Medal (Rank 39)
2. Writing Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 48)
3. Scholar’s Challenge History: Gold Medal (Rank 4)
4. Scholar’s Challenge Science: Silver Medal (Rank 14)
5. Scholar’s Challenge Special Area: Gold Medal (Rank 5)
6. Scholar’s Challenge All Subjects: Gold Medal (Rank 7)
7. School Top Scholar: Gold Medal
8. Champion Scholars: Gold Medal (Rank 7)

AADI PRASAD (IX-D)
1. Scholar’s Challenge Social Studies Subject Winner: Gold Medal (Rank 1)
2. Scholar’s Challenge Science: Gold Medal (Rank 5)

DEEPAKSHNA WADHWA (IX-A)
1. Debate Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 96)
2. Writing Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 51)
3. Scholar’s Challenge Literature: Silver Medal (Rank 19)
4. Champion Scholars: Silver Medal (Rank 63)

JUNIOR TEAM 2 (Priyanshu Talwar, Kriti Sood, Mannat Gothwal)
TEAM AWARDS
1. Scholar’s Bowl: Gold Medal (Team Rank 6)
2. Top Debate Teams: Silver Medal (Rank 21)
3. Top Writing Teams: Silver Medal (Rank 17)
4. Champion Team Countdown: Trophy (Rank 5)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
PRIYANSHU TALWAR (VIII-D)
1. Writing Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 24)
2. Scholar’s Challenge Social Studies: Silver Medal (Rank 21)
3. Champion Scholars: Silver Medal (Rank 80)

KRITI SOOD (IX-H)
1. Debate Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 87)
2. Writing Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 111)
3. Scholar’s Challenge History: Gold Medal (Rank 10)
4. Champion Scholars: Silver Medal (Rank 65)

MANNAT GOTHWAL (IX – E)
1. Debate Champions: Gold Medal (Rank 30)
2. Scholar’s Challenge Special Area: Gold Medal (Rank 9)
3. Scholar’s Challenge All Subjects: Silver Medal (Rank 33)
4. Champion Scholars: Gold Medal (Rank 21)

JUNIOR TEAM 3 (Divyam Sood, Paridhi Bhardwaj, Simran Gandhi)
TEAM AWARDS
1. Scholar’s Bowl: Gold Medal (Team Rank 10)
2. Top Writing Teams: Silver Medal (Rank 25)
3. Champion Team Countdown: Silver Medal (Rank 11)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
DIVYAM SOOD (VIII-D)
1. Writing Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 64)
2. Scholar’s Challenge Social Studies: Silver Medal (Rank 16)
3. Scholar’s Challenge Special Area: Silver Medal (Rank 23)
4. Scholar’s Challenge All Subjects: Silver Medal (Rank 41)

PARIDHI BHARDWAJ (IX-G)
1. Debate Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 73)
2. Writing Champions: Silver Medal (Rank 52)
3. Champion Scholars: Silver Medal (Rank 67)

SIMRAN GANDHI (IX-G)
1. Scholar’s Challenge History: Silver Medal (Rank 25)

SENIOR TEAM 1 (Adri Maji, Oshi Gupta, Saarthak Chhabra)
TEAM AWARDS
1. Top Debate Team: Gold medal (Rank 8)
2. Champion Team: Silver medal (Rank 14)
3. Top Writing Team: Silver medal (Rank 14)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
ADRI MAJI (XI – A)
1. Writing Champions: Silver medal (Rank 15)
OSHI GUPTA (X-A)
1. Debate Champions: Silver medal (Rank 23)

SAARTHAK CHHABRA (X-E)
1. Debate Champions: Silver medal (Rank 39)
2. Challenge Social Studies: Silver medal
3. Challenge History: Gold medal (Rank 2)
4. Challenge All Subjects: Gold medal (Rank 10)
5. Champion Scholars: Gold medal (Rank 19)

SENIOR TEAM 2 (Antara Basu, Sreya Indu, Rishabh Chhabra)
TEAM AWARDS
1. Top Debate Team: Silver medal (Rank 13)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
ANTARA BASU (X-G)
1. Writing Champions: Silver medal (Rank 30)
2. Champions Scholar: Silver medal (Rank 48)

RISHABH CHHABRA (XI-)
1. Challenge History: Gold medal (Rank 3)

SENIOR TEAM 3 (Sanya Datta, Aayush Krishnan, Kanika Gupta)
TEAM AWARDS
1. Scholar's Bowl: Silver medal (Rank 8)
2. Top Writing Team: Gold medal (Rank 9)
3. Champion Team: Gold medal (Rank 7)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
SANYA DATTA (XII-B)
1. Champion Scholar: Silver medal (Rank 46)
2. Challenge Literature: Silver medal
3. Writing Champions: Silver medal (Rank 34)

AAYUSH KRISHNAN (XII-B)
1. Challenge History: Silver medal
2. Champion Scholar: Silver medal (Rank 25)
3. Debate Champion: Silver medal (Rank 42)

KANIKA GUPTA (XII-J)
1. Writing Champion: Silver medal (Rank 31)
SENIOR TEAM 4 (Tanisha Sadana, Shivani Kataria, Siddhant Sharma)

TEAM AWARDS
1. Top Writing Team: Gold medal (Rank 10)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
TANISHA SADANA
1. Writing Champion: Silver medal (Rank 44)
2. Debate Champion: Silver medal (Rank 50)
3. Champion Scholar: Silver medal (Rank 30)

SHIVANI KATARIA
1. Writing Champion: Silver medal (Rank 40)

SIDDHANT SHARMA
1. Writing Champion: Silver medal (Rank 26)

SENIOR TEAM 5 (Saachi Dudeja, Khushi Sehrawat, Ishaan Popli)

TEAM AWARDS
1. Top Debate Team: Silver medal (Rank 19)

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
SAACHI DUDEJA (X-D)
1. Debate Champion: Silver medal (Rank 32)
2. Challenge Arts: Silver medal

SCHOOL TOP SCHOLAR – SARTHAK CHHABRA

All the (5) Senior teams and (3) junior teams qualified for the GLOBAL ROUND of the competition.